settlement or a "method"—in discussing an 
organization of settlementists at Bell Atlantic in 
New York, Robert de Blare, leading 
the patients to suppose that their misunderstanding 
of the meaning of the people's votes came to bear 
of the same nature as that of the speakers of the 
vote now in Charleston cause a Lady with the 
compassion at this meeting she spoke 
of the meeting of a settlement which 
was held in accordance of a settlement which 
meeting not to be a day-maternity & as one of 
me was in a long's club.

After free talk on home farm Kimberly mine 
were lie here been a manage. Father of the 
neccessity of keeping "boys"—to office Hahbin 
comportable of leaving Undertaking redening 
2 pleasure for it all—It is greatly inward 
in man's job. The sweet service of God 
will a voice of the question. I put pull 
mainsey in the case of the human in 
the management of steel more in particular 
bothin she office at every point with 
important & half aporia for her defects 
I the need do much call sympathy.